1. Start with 4 yards of Ripstop
2. Cut Ripstop to 132” long by 60” wide. Do not use the
selvage. Save material for later.
3. On the Lateral Sides measure 7” down towards middle and
mark all along the Lateral Edge. Remove fabric and save
for later
4. From the end of the fabric measure towards the middle 30”
and remove fabric and save for later.
5. From end, measure in towards the middle 9.5” and mark.
This will be the mounting point for the spreader bars.
6. From the ends, from lateral edges measure towards the
middle 3.5”. Mark and draw line from the 9.5” mark to
where the 3.5” meets the end. This triangle piece is to be
cut off. Should be four pieces two on each end. See
picture.
7. Take the 7” strips and fold in half and sew together at the
bottom, leaving a 3/8” seam. This will the suspension
channels.
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8. Cut 7/64th Dyneema Cord into 2 Length pieces;
a. (4) Pieces 49” long (this will be a bit
b. more than needed for extra safety)
c. (2) Pieces 118” long (again a bit longer than
necessary just in case)
d. On all the cut pieces mark 1” from both ends this is
the taper
i. Unravel ends to reveal strands (8) cut 1 “leg” off
each side and one from middle. This thins your
bury. See picture.
e. On all of the other pieces mark the spots at 7” from
end and 8.25” inches from end.
i. This will become your eye splice.
f. Splice pieces together to create finished 6 pieces. 4
pieces will constitute your end triangles and 2 long
pieces for the channeling.
9. Using Xtreckers cat curve generator to create a 7” cat curve
along both sides of the hammock body. The cat curve will
go from spreader bar to spreader bar.
a. Add a ¼” seam on body before adding channels.
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10. Insert the suspension (long pieces) into the channeling
you created and sew the channel as close to the top of the
channel as you can using a zipper foot. Now sew the 7”
strips onto your hammock body using lots of pins to hold in
place.
11. Install spreader bars and assemble the suspension and
hang. Using your hammock as a guide hang your end cap
piece (30” piece you saved) over end and mark shape on
left side of fabric making sure to use only one half. Fold
fabric in ½ and copy shape. This will be your end caps
12. 12 cut end caps and sew onto the hammock body.
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